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The most successful and dangerous subversive political movement in the United
States today is neither socialism nor the militia movement, it is an alliance of clinical
psychiatrists, clinical psychologists and social workers who believe their collective
“special insights” should be the basis for all public policy decisions and judicial
decisions.
Proponents of this political ideology have been so effective at achieving their
goals in secret, there is no name for the type of government they have succeeded at
putting into place. The proper term for government control by psycho experts (clinical
psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, and social workers) acting through their achieved
influence in the administrative, legislative and judicial divisions of government, is
“psychocracy.”
It is important to distinguish these pseudo-science zealots, with delusions of
competence, from experimental psychologists. Experimental psychologists are still
working in the laboratories attempting to unravel the mysteries of how real diseases and
physiological disorders affect our behavior. The work of honest, responsible scientists is
why we are beginning to make progress dealing with degenerative diseases like
Parkinson’s and to understand the brain chemistry associated with addiction.
Psychocratic ideologists built their political house upon the foundation of their
intellectual father, Sigmund Freud. Their elitist attitudes about everyone but themselves
can be traced back to Freud himself, who believed American democracy to be “a
gigantic mistake.” Freud is described as “a believer in the theory of elites; that society
was inevitably divided between a small class of leaders and a large class of the led....”
(p. 242, “Freudian Fraud”). His description of Americans demonstrate the elitist
attitudes that can be found among [Department of Human Services] caseworkers and
mental health practitioners who believe that all parents are child abusers:
“What is the use of Americans if they bring no money?....They are not
good for anything else....America is useful for nothing else but to supply
money.. Is it not sad that we are materially dependent on those savages
who are not better-class human beings?” (Freud, p. 241, “Freudian
Fraud”).
“In the depths of my heart I can’t help being convinced that my dear fellow
men, with few exceptions are worthless....I have found little that is ‘good’
about human beings on the whole. In my experience most of them are
trash, no matter whether they publicly subscribe to this or that ethical
doctrine or to none at all.” (Freud, p. 243-44, “Freudian Fraud”).

These elitists substitute a religious belief in the infallibility of their own special
“insights” for any real basis in science. Psychocrats have become the largest band of
murder, rape and pillage specialists since the Mongol Horde destroyed several
civilizations in their rampage across Asia and Europe.
State and federal grant programs keep sending psychocrats the tribute they
demand for delivering “expert” services to individuals, families, courts and legislators
that are impossible to deliver because no human being possesses the abilities they
claim. Evidence continues to mount that clinical psychiatry, clinical psychology and
social work are all based upon junk or pseudo-science. Psycho experts perform worse
than chance identifying disorders and predicting behavior.
No one in authority is even considering ending our experiment with psychocracy.
This is hardly surprising. No one in authority is likely to admit that it was a mistake to
ever listen to any of these pseudo-scientific frauds to begin with. Their political pride will
come before the destruction of our civilization.
During the Nazi control of Europe, a spectacle repeatedly occurred that should
serve as a warning to us about allowing “scientific experts” access to government power
to decide what is in our best interest. Nazi propagandists were so successful at falsely
advertising the “relocation” of Jews as something beneficial to them, [that] tickets were
sold to board trains destined for extermination camps. The psychology and social work
psychocrats have been more successful. Social service bureaucrats and judges can
and do order adults and children, as a condition of “family reunification,” to submit to
fraudulent psychological testing and incompetent, destructive “therapy.”
We purchase our tickets when we pay taxes. If recovery is possible at all, it may
take the United States 25 to 50 years to recover from the destructive consequences of
our experiment with psychocracy. We will never know until we stop it.
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